Park in North Gondola Lot – Walk on sidewalk next to highway 9 – Cross Watson Ave – Go to Tunnel (Look at pin) – Follow tunnel to other side of highway 9 – When you are ready to run you will start Strava at the top of the stairs – (FOLLOW SIGNS TO START).

RUN UP ROAD > TURN RIGHT ON PENCE MILLER > FOLLOW PENCE MILLER (1.1 Miles) > TURN LEFT ON SHOCK HILL TRAIL > RIGHT ON SHOCK HILL > RUN OVER BRIDGE > TURN RIGHT ON GOLD DIGGER > RIGHT AGAIN ON SHOCK HILL TRAIL > CONTINUE ON SHOCK UNTIL YOU HIT PENCE MILLER > FOLLOW PENCE MILLER UNTIL YOU SEE SIGNS TO STOP STRAVA.

THERE WILL BE SIGNS TO LEAD YOU BACK TO THE RACE START. THIS PART IS MEANT FOR EVERYONE TO WALK AND ENJOY THE LEAVES.